


are eight visual-verbal learning tools, each. based on a fundamental thinking process and 

when used together provide a set of tools showing relationships with respect to a given 

subject. Each thinking map has a basic visual starting pointy or graphic beginner. 

Thinking maps are key elements in concept-based instruction because they illustrate the 

structure md organization of information. By creating thinking maps, students are able 

to link prior knowledge with new learning, thereby deepening their level of 

understanding educational material. When teachers hand out worksheetsy students often 

only focus on getting answers and they do not focus on the concept of the lesson. When 

using each of the eight thinking maps, students are guided to an understanding of the 

lesson, not just finding answers. This allows teachers and students to focus on all of the 

information that is necessary for understanding the critical facts of the subject matter. 

This illustration sets forth the eight types of thinking maps. 
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Thinking maps are essential tools in brid;ing the cultural gap between teachers 

and students because they address three related factors. First of all, each of the eight 

thinking maps facilitates the development of one of the cognitive skills that are critical to 

learning and are also identified in all the State standards as skills students must have. 

Students need to be able to define and generalize concepts or themes; describe, identi@, 

categorizey and organize details; compare and contrast; sequence; identiQ cause and 



effect; anal yze parts of a whole and understand analogies* Second, thinkng maps 

provide a languge b a e  for thinking and learning that allows teachers and students to 

communicate with precision, thus bridging the cultural gap* Equally important is that 

they provide shdents with the tools for building competence in learning and 

communication3 with confidence. 

When thinking about my extremely diverse9 muIticultural classroom I reasoned 

that I needed to adjust the way I teach: so as to bridge the cultural gap between myself 

and my students. I realized there are several problem areas that are prevalent at 

Richfield. The first problem that students face is that they are not reaching their full 

potential. Another problem is a kind of cultural gap where students of color are not on 

the same communication level as the teachers and therefore learning is being impeded. 

An additional problem that the students are facing9 are various types of leaming blockers 

that inhibit the learning process. After learning about thinking maps and concept-based 

instruction I realized that I could change the way I teach my lessons. I could attack these 

problems in my classroom by using thinking maps. I could analyze whether using 

thinking maps will have a positive impact on my students. Thus overcoming these 

recumng problems. 

Many students at Richfield have the potential to do so much more, when it comes 

to leaming, but they either choose not to or they truly do not understand the teaching that 

is taking place. These are not just students of color9 but also many of the other students at 

Richfield. "It's the same syndrome that my kids from urban settings are going though, 

meaning they have a lot more potential." (Jackson, 2005) My job as a teacher is to try to 

convey the lesson to my students in a manner that enables them to reach their full 

potential* My students come f'rom a variety of backgrounds. It is very difficult to get 

them to reach their h l l  potential9 when they are wondering where I am coming from. 

"The students actually may have quite sophisticated levels of knowledge m d  skills-just 

not the kinds that teachers understand.'' (SternbergÂ 2006) Stemberg is saying that the 

potential is there, but we as teachers need to un-tap it. This may sound like more of a 

burden is being put on the classroom teacher, ,however this is the teacher's responsibility. 

"If you know about learning and how learning happens9 then you can improve the 

instructional technique, and if you really believe that kids have potential9 you set high 




























